Introduction. Convex curves in the plane and convex surfaces in space have many at first sight unexpected regularity properties. 1 The stringency of the convexity condition makes it desirable to find a geometric property of convex curves or surfaces which has similar analytical implications but applies to a wider class of geometrical objects. The first and most studied generalization of convexity is finiteness of the order: a curve or surface is said to be of order n if its intersection with any straight line consists of at most n connected sets 2 (segments, points, or rays). However, this condition proves to be much too weak. 8 On the other hand, the dual condition, finiteness of class, will turn out to be more restrictive than necessary.
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The present paper will show that for curves finiteness of the total curvature is an entirely satisfactory condition. It includes in particular all curves of finite class. More generally, hypersurfaces in E n with finite total curvature seem to share the most important differentiability properties with convex hypersurfaces.
The present results on curves with finite total curvature and the modern theory of functions of a real variable lead to the following surprising fact concerning surfaces in E 3 : If the paratingens 4, of $ at a given point p leaves out at least one line L, and if, locally, the plane sections of $ parallel to L have uniformly bounded total curvature, then the following facts hold simultaneously at almost all points q of $: the surface <£ has a tangent plane U at q. All plane sections (?^II) of <E> through p have a curvature? at p, and these curvatures satisfy the theorems of Meusnier and Euler.
It will be seen that the hypotheses can be somewhat reduced. Theorems (4.5) and (4.8) are believed to be of interest for the theory of real variables.
Curves of finite total curvature. For a^t^b
let the point p(t) -(x(t) , y(t)) of the (x, ;y)-plane describe a continuous curve C which is locally a Jordan arc : that is to say, for every t 0 let there be an V(to) >0 such that the mapping p(t)->t is topological for |/ -/ 0 | Sy(to), or a^t^a+7](a) f or 6 -rj(b) g/^6, 6 respectively. The oriented straight line G is called a paratangent of C at t 0 if there exist sequences ti-^to, t" ->to with t{ <t" and such that the oriented line G(p(ti), p(ti'))^G (ti, ti') tends to G. If, in particular, the two sequences can be chosen so that ti Sto^t", then the paratangent G is called a tangent of C at t Q . If ti' Sh W = 2 0 ),then G is called a left-hand para tangent (tangent) of C at / 0 ; right-hand tangents and paratangents are defined similarly.
(1.1) The paratangent (tangent) of C at t 0 is unique if and only if the onesided paratangents (tangents) of C at t Q are unique and coincide.
The statement is obvious, but it should be noticed that it holds only for oriented tangents and paratangents.
The mean value theorem holds for these tangents in the following form :
(1.2) If h < fa and p(h) îépfa), then a value to between h and U exists such that a suitable tangent of C at t 0 is parallel either to G + = G(/i, fa) or to its opposite orientation G~~.
8
A loop joining two points (for example, a strophoid) will show that a tangent parallel to G + need not exist. The statement (1.2) is easily proved by considering the points of C for which the distance from G+ is maximal.
For every 0, 0^<£<27r, define N(<j>) (possibly iV(<£)=<x>) as the number of values / for which a tangent of C at t forms the angle <f> with the positive x-axis. If N((f>) is summable, K=Jl r N(<t))d4 is called the total curvature of C, otherwise put K = oo.
If the tangent T(t) of C is unique for every / and varies continuously with /, then the end point of the unit vector with origin (0, 0) and • The end points will frequently require similar obvious changes, but these will in general not be mentioned.
T One-sided tangents or paratangents will be used as common word for righthand and left-hand tangents or paratangents. 8 For curves given in the form y =*ƒ(*) this result (compare (3.1)) is due to Hjelm-
parallel to T(t) traverses a continuous curve on the unit circle whose (finite or infinite) length equals K.
9 This justifies the above nomenclature. It will now be shown that curves of finite total curvature have an important property of convex curves.
(1.3) THEOREM. A curve of finite total curvature has everywhere unique one-sided paratangents.
Suppose that there exist two left-hand paratangents T' and T" at t 0 . Then at least one of the two angular intervals between T' and T" has the property that to every line L contained in it there exist infinitely many chords of p(t) parallel to L. By the mean value theorem there exist therefore infinitely many points U-^t such that a tangent at U is parallel or opposite to L. Therefore, for every <f> of one of the two angular intervals between T' and T" either N(4>) = <*> or N(-<f>) = oo so that N(<j>) can not be finite almost everywhere.
For any curve C let to be a value for which the one-sided paratangents are unique. Then it is easily seen that the paratingens of C at to, that is, the set of all paratangents at t 0 , is determined as follows : Let T\ and T% be the two one-sided paratangents, T{ and T{ their positive subrays with origin p(t 0 ). Then either the angle between T{ and Ti has measure 7r, in which case the paratingens is the whole plane and we say that C has at to a cusp] or T{ and T{ bound exactly one angle of measure oe(t 0 ) <TT. This closed angle together with its vertical angle form the paratingens of C at to whose measure is defined as co (/ 0 ' -ti <\/v and the smaller angle between G(ti,ti') and T, has measure less than \/v. Then //-»/ 0 and G(ti, ti') tends by (a) to the left-hand tangent of C at *<>• If (c) were not true, then a sequence /" with «(/")> r? would exist. It may be assumed that /"-•/o -0. The two one-sided tangents of C at t 9 tend by (b) to the left-hand tangent of C at t 0 , which contradicts the hypothesis o)(t v ) > rj. If C has the finite total curvature K, the statement (c') may be improved to 2«(/ F ) ^/c, where the t v are the values of t where the paratangent is not unique. In particular, there are fewer than K/TC cusps.
The uniqueness of the one-sided paratangents allows us also to associate with every tangent T of C at t an angle yp{t) between the tangent and the positive #-axis fy(t) not necessarily between 0 and 2TT) which, although multivalued, varies with / in very much the same manner as when C has a continuous tangent; let TI<T2< • • • <r r denote the cusps of C; and put a=ro, b=T r +i* Then r 0 <ri, r r <T r +i. Consider a subarc C t : r^/^r< + i of C. Define as tangents of C% at Ti and r»+i the right-hand and left-hand tangents of C at r» and r t+ i, respectively. By (1.4b) there is for every r, T,'^T^T< + I, a 5(r)>0 such that the smaller angle between any two paratangents of C for \r-t\ <5(r) (0gr-r<<5(r<), Ogr w~r <S(r t+ i)) is less than w. A finite number of these intervals belonging to values t\~Ti<h< • • • </«i a =r< + i will cover the interval (r<, r<+i) so that only consecutive intervals (/,• -1\ <5(r») have common points. If we fix the value yp(ri)~\l/{h) arbitrarily, then the angle \f/(r) belonging to all t in I /i-/1 <Ô(T{) is uniquely determined by the requirement that |^(/)-^(r»)| <7T. The same requirement and the already defined value of \f/{t) for common points of \k -t\ <ô(/ t ), i = l, 2, determine \f/(t) uniquely for |/2~**| <ô (2 2 ). Continuing in the same way one defines \(/(t) for all t on C». Notice that ^(T*+0)=^(T<) and ^(r t +i~0) = ^(Ti-fl).
Now choose\fs(a) so that 0 Hyp(a) <2r. Then the angles \[/(t) are determined for aSt^Ti.
As values ^(n) take those with ^(ri~0) ^(TI) ^(ri--0)+7r. As initial value on C\ choose ^(n -0)+7r, then t^(/) is determined on C2, and so forth. A consequence of this determination of \}/{t) is that for any t the limits \f/(t -0) and \f/(t+0) exist and that for any \p{t) belonging to / either (1.5) M-0)S*(0S*(/+0) orM<-O)fcW0èM+O). Let d t Tt^/^Tt+i, denote the same subarc of C as above. For every r 0 the paratingens of C» at to leaves out at least one line L'. Choose the perpendicular L to L' as an #'-axis and L' as a y'-axis. Then for a suitable S>0, the subarc |/o~^| ^5 has a representation y'=ƒ(#')> - §iâ#'âô 2 , ô t >0, and the difference quotients 5 2 ), since the paratingens of C at to is a closed set. Therefore the arc |/o~1\ :gS of C has the finite length Ji
A trivial application of the Heine-Borel theorem yields that d has finite length, so that C is also rectifiable. Introduce the arc length 5 as parameter on C, and let if/(t) become the function <t>(s). Let <t>*(s) denote any of the values <l>(s). Then 0*(s) has by (1.6) bounded variation so that <£*'($) exists for almost all s. If #(s) denotes any other value of 0(5), then because of (1.5), <?'(s) exists and equals <f>*'(s) whenever <t>*'(s) exists. Therefore we shall simply speak of <£'(s). Whenever <£'(s) exists, the tangent T(s) of Cis unique.
The geometric equivalent to the existence of <j> '(s) 11 This is not necessarily true for curves of finite total curvature.
2. Examples. Before passing on to surfaces, we exhibit three examples of curves, (a) We show that curves of finite total curvature are really essentially more general than convex curves. This will be accomplished by constructing a curve with N(<t>) ^ 3 which is not the union of a countable set of convex arcs and a set of measure 0. It requires a little more to find an example for (b). With the same notation as before but arbitrary K V take a subarc K* of K! whose end points ai and hi are close to but different from a v and b Vi respectively, and replace K* by its image K" under reflection in G(a!, hi). For the curve C" thus obtained from C' the function N(cj>) is at most 6. Now let K be the semicircle x^O of the circle x 2 +y 2~l , and E any curve which passes through (0, 1) and lies except for (0, 1) entirely in the unit circle and has there y = l as tangent, and curvature 1. Then any curve between K and E through (0, 1) will have curvature 1 at (0, 1). Now choose a" = (cos (TT/2 2 "-1 ), sin (Tr/2 2 "-1 )), b P = (cos (7r/2 2p ), sin (x/2 2 ")) and ai and bi so close to a v and b v that the arc ni' lies between K and E. Then C" has curvature 1 at (0, 1). But it does not have a strong curvature at (0, 1); for a parallel P v through a v to the radius of K from (0, 0) to b v is a normal to C" at a". Curves of order 3 are the union of at most 4 convex arcs 12 and have therefore all differentiability properties of convex curves. Since any straight line intersects at most two segments 5", and has at most 4 common points with the subarc of U in S" it follows that V has at most order 8 (actually it has order 6). The paratingens is the whole plane at every point of K-^,K P . If the corners of Ü at c P and d y are smoothed off by changes taking place in a sufficiently small neighborhood of c P and d" a curve C' is obtained, where the tangent exists and is continuous, hence the paratingens is everywhere a straight line, but the strong curvature exists at no point of K -^K V . The question whether a curve of finite order has almost everywhere an ordinary curvature is open.
3. Auxiliary facts on real variables. The results of §1 can be applied to surfaces *: p (u, v) = (x(u, v), y(u,v), z(u,v) Before proceeding to prove the result mentioned in the introduction, some facts on functions of a real variable will be recalled. Let f(x) be defined and continuous for a^x^b.
The mean value theorem (1.2) becomes then: 
) in E.
Let the difference quotients oif(x) be bounded by M and let the total curvature of y~f(x) be at most K. lîf*(x) denotes the slope of any tangent of y =ƒ(#) at x, it follows from §1 that f*(x) has variation V^K(1 + M 2 ) 1/2 . The derivative/'(#) exists a.e. in (a, b) . At all points where f'(x) exists, the existence of f*'(x) for one function f*(x) implies the existence of the derivative for every other slope function, and the derivatives are equal; they will be denoted by ƒ"(#). Let £""(*, *) denote the point x = 8' [(2fi-l-2N+s 
so that £ M ,(0, 0) is the center of ƒ£. Then
Hence by (3.1)
)} -(*7(2ff cos «))
• \f-JtU*. -e*)) -/-«(PU-e*, «*))}, The derivative ƒ«'(#, y) exists a.e. along a fixed line a-sina -y -cos a = const. Since the two-dimensional set where ƒ« exists is measurable, it follows that ƒ« (x, y) exists a.e. in \x\ g 5, \y\ sg ô. Denote by iVi the set of measure 0 in S where either ƒ« or fi a or the set derivative 
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The first two terms in the braces tend to ƒ« ' (xo, yo) and f!~a(xo, yo) respectively, therefore the last term converges, that is, D^fi*** yo) exists. Similarly Dóf(xo, yo) exists. It follows from the last section that/o and/i/g exist a.e. in S-Ni, so that/o ,/*/2>/±« and F exist in 5 except for a set N2DN1 of measure 0. The last part of the terms in braces tends to di'fixo, y 0 ) cos 2 /3* +d x /2 sin 2 j3*, respectively. Therefore the first part has a limit, which proves (4.7) for all 0* and (4.6) for j3*^0, x/2. The proof fails for these two values because the regularity condition (3.4) does not hold.
However, we now apply our result to the coordinate system £ = #-sin a/2+y-cos a/2, rç= -#-cos a/2+y-sin a/2. The lines y = const, and a;-sin a+y-cos a = const, have then the equations £ • sin a/2 ± rj • cos a/2 = const. By hypothesis the slopes of these lines have variation at most B; moreover, it was proved that d"j exists along the lines r; = const. As was pointed out in the beginning, the first part of the proof used only the existence a.e. of d"f along y = const., hence it follows that (4.6) holds for all directions except those parallel to the £-or ry-axis; (4.6) holds therefore in particular in the direction of the old x-and y-axes. This completes the proof of (4.5). A simple application of (4.6) and (4.7) yields (4.8) COROLLARY holds for almost all x Q , y 0 .
Relation (4.9) implies that
without any regularity condition. If fi and f^2 exist in a neighborhood of (xo, yo) it follows that the mixed partial derivatives d 2 f/dx-dy and d 2 f/dy*dx exist at (xo, y 0 ) and equal F(xo, y 0 ). A similar interpretation can be given to F(xo, yo) in the general case, however this question is alien to the geometric purpose of the present paper. The theorem of Euler on the curvatures of the normal sections of s=/(#, y) at (#o, yo) follows from (4.2) and (4.7) alone. 19 In the present case both the theorems of Euler and of Meusnier follow immediately from (4.9). For it follows from II of §3 that the paratingens at (#o, yo) does not contain the normal to the tangent plane II of z~f(x f y) at (XQ, yo)* If (x, y, z) are new coordinates with II as ($, ;y)-plane and (xo, yo) as origin, then z~f(x, y) will in a neighborhood of (0, 0) = 0eo, yo) be represented in the form 2=/(#, y). Then o((x-Xo)*+(y-yoY)'= 1 o{% 2J ry 2 ). The relation (4.9) is equivalent to the statement that f(x, y) coincides, in a neighborhood of (x 0 , yo), except for o ((x-xo) 2 +(y~-yo) 2 But now dp"f(Q, 0) is the curvature of the section #-sin fi+y>cos j8 = 0 with £=ƒ(#, y), so that (4.10) is Euler's theorem. Meusnier's theorem can easily be derived from (4.9') in the following form (cf. Bouligand [l, p. 120] ): Suppose that the surface z~f(x, y) has a second differential in the sense of Stolz (cf. (4.9)) at P = (#o, yo, f(xo t yo)). Then any two curves on the surface with the same tangent and same osculating plane at P have there the same curvature ; and the circles of curvature of all plane sections with a given tangent at P lie on a sphere.
We apply these results to the neighborhood \x f \ g rç, \y'\ 2*77 of (a), (b), (c) of §3. Because of (b) the Lebesgue area of the surface z'=f(x', y') over \x'\ £rj, \y'\ rgrç is finite; it equals the area of the corresponding piece A of the original surface 3>, where A is the closure of the open set A in the (ju, *0-plane corresponding to \x'\ <TJ, Iy'I <rj. In order to avoid the known difficulties regarding the additivity of area, observe that $ is, according to Lindelof 's theorem, covered by a countable number of sets A. This yields the result of the introduction, which may be stated more precisely as follows: 
